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Jenna is wearing a cotton tee shirt under a denim jacket.  Her pleated skirt has a frayed hem.  She is also wearing a white 
necklace and brown thongs.  Her arm bracelet is black and her ankle bracelet is green. Jenna is wearing a leather belt over 
her skirt. 
                                                                                                                   

             

                                             

 
Choose a modifier from the boxes above to fill in the blanks. 
 
Jenna is wearing a ____________ tee shirt under a ____________ jacket.   Her _____________ skirt has a ___________ 
                                    (noun modifier)          (noun modifier)  (past participle)       (past participle) 
 
 hem.   She is also wearing a ____________ necklace and ____________ thongs.   Her ___________bracelet is black and         

         (adjective)            (adjective)               (noun modifier)  
 

and her ____________ bracelet is green.  Jenna is wearing a ___________ belt over her skirt. 
                 (noun modifier)               (noun modifier)   
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Nouns 

 bracelet     belt     jacket     necklace     skirt     tee shirt      thongs 

Past Participles 

pleated     frayed 

Noun Modifiers 

ankle     arm     cotton     denim     leather           

            Adjectives  

white     brown 
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   Write the type of modifier next to each word. 

Modifier               Type    Modifier                         Type 

   cuff  _____noun_______        long   _    adjective______                                                                                                

   ruffled  ___past participle__         boxer   ___  noun________ 

   billowy  ___   adjective_____      beaded  _  past participle____ 

   pinstripe  ________________      chiffon  ________________ 

   cropped  ________________      elegant  ________________ 

   asymmetrical  ________________      embroidered  ________________ 

   smocked  ________________      cargo   ________________ 

   corduroy  ________________       maxi   ________________ 
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Nouns Modified With Past Participles 

fringed vest     embroidered jeans     striped shirt     beaded necklace     cropped pants      quilted handbag 

paisley print     printed dress     ruffled bloused     cuffed jeans     smocked blouse 

Nouns Modified With Adjectives 

billowy dress     skinny jeans     maxi dress     elegant caftan     asymmetrical top     warm sweater     short skirt  

long pants    

Nouns Modified With Nouns 

cuff bracelet     chiffon blouse     paisley print    turquoise necklace    suede boots      wool jacket     sport coat      

cashmere topcoat     cargo pants     polo shirt     boxer shorts     jersey dress     empire dress     tank top     

pinstripe trousers     corduroy pants     flannel shirt 
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